ABSTRACT. A double integral which came from a cohomology calculation is evaluated explicitly ,sing tile proi)erties of aF2 and 2F hypergeometric functions.
INTRODUCTION.
The 1)roblem of evaluating the integral ,r/2fx/x (1--4cos 2scos2t) /j + 8 cos s cos )3/: ddt has l)een prol)osed by A. Lundell I(S,-4, 3/2) -.
(1.2)
In the next section we prove this result using the theory of hypergeometric flmctions where (). r( + ,)/r(), (al,al,'",a,), H(aj),.
The following formulas will be needed. 
PROOF. We use (1.4) for the first F on the right of (2.3) and (1.5) for the second F on the right of (2.3). After another application of (1.6) to the second 2F above we obtain (2.5).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We now specialize to the case a 8. b -4, c 3/2. In (2.5)
we put a=8. We use (1.9) and(1. 
